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اﻧﺴﺎﻧﯽ-ﺗﺠﺮﺑﯽ- رﯾﺎﺿﯽ:رﺷﺘﻪ

ﺑﺎرم

A: Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word. ( 4 PTS )
4
communication / concentrate / crust / failure / extinction / joint / heart / recycled
/temperature
1. The place where two bones meet is called -------------------- .
2. What can we do to protect ourselves from -------------------- disease?
3. Which -------------------- power tools do you use most when you speak to a group?
4. The mountain gorilla is on the verge of --------------------.
5. I decided to -------------------- all my efforts in finding somewhere to live.
6. What you consider as a trash can be -------------------- to be used again.
7. It was the first time I had experienced the -------------------- .
8. There was a thin -------------------- of ice on the river.
1

2

B: For each definition from column A, choose an appropriate word from column
B. There is one extra in B (1 P)
__A _______________________________________________B__________________
9.the way of doing sth
a) confidence
10.let a chemical come out

b ) float

11.find the place or position of sth

c) locate

12.a belief in your own ability

d) procedure
e) release

C:Choose the best answer(2 P)
13.May I -------------------- my bicycle against the wall?
1. protect

2.lean

3.stretch

14. These days people ----- on the internet for the news.
1. keep
2. rely
3.insist

15. Plants draw minerals and other ----- from the soil.
1. descriptions
2. statements
3.endorphines
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4.improve

4. Judge

4.nutrients
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16. I was in doubt whether the old man could ----- such a severe winter.
1. survive

2.release

3.predict

4.mention

17.They wanted to move to a warmer -----.
1. weather

2.climate

3.pattern

4.whether

18. He overcame his ----- to win a gold medal.
1. humor

2.concern

3.injury

4.thought

19. I need ----- when I want to read something.
2

1.concentration

2.comprehension

3.communication

4.compositions

20.A good sense of humor can ----- a difference between these two lecturers.
1.take

2.get

3.give

4.make

D.Grammar: Choose the best answer.(2 PTS)
21. -------- they live near us, we see them very often.
1. When
2.Whether

3.Because of

22. I have taught English ----- I was 21.
1.when
2.since

3.while

23.Would you mind letting me ----- at your copy of the book?
1. looked
2.to look
3.looking
24.The desks ----- here are more than 100 years old.
1.use
2.using

3.which used

25.It was ----- cold day that we decided to stay indoors.
1.such
2.such a
3.so
26.The bottle ----- acid is very dangerous.
1.contain
2.to contain
2

27.It was ----- useful film that I watched it twice.
1.such a
2.such an

3.containing

3.too

28.I had ----- lot of books that I didn’t know which one to read.
1.so
2.such
3.such a

4.As

4.because

4.look

4.used

4.too much

4.contained

4.enough

4.so much
2 ::ﺷﻤﺎره ﺻﻔﺤﻪ
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E.Combine the following sentences.(2 PTS )
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29.The tea was so hot that I couldn’t drink it.
The tea was too ………………………………………………………………………. .
2
30.I will do it . You may love it or not.
I will do it whether ……………………………………………………………….. .
1

F.Word order:Put in the correct order.(2 PTS )

31.the man / watching TV / is / my / father / .
32.was / too / the ice / to bear / thin / our weight / .
1

G.Complete the following sentences of your own(in English) (1 P)

33.Tell me the main -------------------- . Leave the details till later.
34.The center of the earth is called --------------------.
35.Please -------------------- your voice so that I can here you well.
36.Try to keep a -------------------- between rest and study.
H.Sentence Comprehension:Read each sentence and choose the best one.(1 PT)
1

37.It is possible that a winter day in a city could be sunny and mild but the average
weather tells us that its winter days will mainly be cold and include snow and rain. The
underlined word “its” refers to -----.
1.winter

2.weather

3.day

4.city

38.Since our heart cannot life weights to get stronger, it relies on you to do aerobic
exercise. Therefore
…..
1.we must exercise to strengthen our hearts

2.we must ignore our heart

3.our heart requires lifting weights to get stronger 4.aerobic exercise doesn’t affect our heart
3 :ﺷﻤﺎره ﺻﻔﺤﻪ
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I.Cloze Test:Read the passage and choose the best answer.(2.5 PTS)

In many cultures, people think that love and marriage go together like bread and butter or
meat and potatoes. They think that love is a necessary ….(39)… for marriage and that you
love the person you marry before you …(40)… married. In other cultures; however, a man
and a woman may not even know each other before …(41)… wedding day. Romantic love
is not …(42)… to marriage in these cultures. These people expect that love will …(43)…
after the wedding if the marriage is a good one. Your view on love and marriage come from
your culture. Have you ever thought about that? What are your ideas?
39) 1. detail

2. basis

3. task

4. process

40) 1. get

2. take

3. make

4. give

41) 1. his

2. her

3. their

4. our

42) 1.necessary

2.physical

3.serious

4.emotional

43) 1.combine

2.release

3.compete

4.develop

J:Reading Comprehension:Read the passage carefully and answer the questions (2.5
2/5

PTS)
Tired of sleeping on the floor, a young man inTehran saved up for years to buy a real
bed. For the first time in his life, he became proud of owning a bed which had mattress and
springs. Because the weather was very hot, he carried the bed onto the roof of his house. He
slept very well for the first two nights , but on the third night, a gust of wind blew out and
sent the bed crashing into the yard. Although the bed was smashed into pieces, the man was
unhurt. Glancing at the bits of the bed that laid around him , the man got up and took the
remains of the bed into the room and went asleep again.
44.Where was the young man from?
45.Why did he buy the bed?
46.The underlined word “smashed into” is closest in meaning to -----.
1.broken into

2. picked up

3.taken place

4.taken up

47. What is the best title for this passage?
1.How to Live Peacefully

2.The End of a Dream

3.How to Save

4.The History of Isfahan

48.The young man was not badly hurt. (True /False )
20

ﺟﻤﻊ ﻧﻤﺮه
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اﻧﺴﺎﻧﯽ-ﺗﺠﺮﺑﯽ-رﯾﺎﺿﯽ:رﺷﺘﻪ

A: Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word. ( 4 PTS )
1.joint

2.heart

5.concentrate

3.communication

6.recycled

4.extinction

7.failure

8.crust

B: For each definition from column A, choose an apprpriate word from column B.(1 P)
9.d

10.e

11.c

14.2

2
15.4

16.1

17.2

18.3

19.1

20.4

D.Grammar: Choose the best answer.(2 PTS)
D (2): 21.4

22.2

1

12.a

C:Choose the best answer(2 P)
13.2

4

23.4

24.4

25.2

26.3

27.1

2

28.3

E.Combine the following sentences using the words given.(2 PTS)
2
29. hot for me to drink.
30.you love it or not.

F.Word order:Put in the correct order.( 2 PTS )
2
31.The man watching TV is my father.
32.The ice was too thin to bear our weight.

3

G.Complete the following sentences of your own(in English) (1P)
33.points

34.core

35.raise

1

36.balance

H.Sentence Comprehension:Read each sentence and choose the best one.(1 PT)

1

37.4 38.1

1 :ﺷﻤﺎره ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

I.Cloze Test:Read the passage and choose the best answer.(2.5 PTS)
39. 2 40.1 41.3
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42.1 43.4

2.5
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J:Reading Comprehension:Read the passage carefully and answer the questions (2.5 PTS)
44- He was from Tehran.
45-Because he was tired of sleeping on the floor.
46-1
47-2
48- True
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